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Evangelical Pressures of Speech

IN T HE S P R I NG O F 1973, the American evangelist Billy Graham
traveled to Seoul, South Korea, for one of his famous crusades. The evan-
gelical campaign took place on Yoido, an island along the Han River.
Although this island would emerge over the next decades as a dense urban
center of government, finance, and broadcasting, in 1973 it still was largely
an empty plot of sandy earth.1 General Park Chung-hee, the autocratic ruler
of South Korea from 1961 until his assassination in 1979, gave permission
for organizers to hold their crusade on an asphalt expanse on Yoido that was
used for official state events and military demonstrations. Prior to that, the
area had been used as an airstrip by the US military and, earlier, by the
Japanese colonial government. On May 30, the first day of the event, more
than 300,000 people attended. Each day, the crusade grew in attendance.
On June 3, the fifth and final day, Graham preached to a crowd estimated to
exceed one million (fig. 1).2 It was the largest crowd ever amassed for a Billy
Graham event.

Next to Billy Graham at the pulpit, and backed by a choir of 6,000
singers, was Billy Jang Hwan Kim, the South Korean minister of Suwŏn
Baptist Church, who reproduced Graham’s sermon verbally and peri-
verbally—utterance by utterance, tone by tone, gesture by gesture—for the
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Korean-speaking audience.3 Kim explained in his autobiography that he
watched film footage of Billy Graham’s preaching so that he could ‘‘practice
the accents, gestures, and intonations of Billy Graham’’ in order to ‘‘become
a Korean-speaking Billy Graham’’ for those five days.4 In documentary foot-
age of the event, Kim explained that while his own style at the pulpit was
different from Graham’s, for those five days he did not want to ‘‘divert,’’
‘‘change,’’ or make Graham’s message ‘‘any different’’ from what or how
Graham preached.5 Kim described the interactional effect of interpreting for
Billy Graham as two voices becoming one voice.6 He explained this accom-
plishment in supernatural terms: ‘‘Well, once I got in with him, I didn’t even
know what I was doing. And I think I was completely influenced by the force
that, uh, you know, we call the Holy Spirit.’’7

Christian leaders in South Korea praised Kim’s performance. Pastor Kim
Kyong Nae, secretary general of the crusade, described Kim’s interpretation
as capturing Graham’s ‘‘spiritual flow’’ (yŏngchŏk in hŭrŭm) and character-
ized the interaction of the two preachers as one of ‘‘harmony.’’8 Pastor Pang
Chi Il, a member of the organizing committee for the crusade, claimed that
Kim had not translated (pŏnyŏk) Graham’s sermon at all. Rather, according
to Pastor Pang, Kim seemed to have given his own sermon, which, Pang
claimed, is why it had made such a deep impression (kammyŏng) on the
audience.9 There was similar praise from US Christians who witnessed Kim’s
performance. According to Billy Graham’s official biographer, ‘‘Billy Kim
actually enhanced Billy Graham. In gesture, tone, force of expression, the
two men became as one in a way almost uncanny. A missionary fluent in
Korean who knew Graham personally thought that Kim’s voice even
sounded like Graham’s. Some TV viewers, tuning in unawares, supposed
Kim the preacher and Billy Graham the interpreter for the American

figure 1.
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forces.’’10 Henry Holley, Billy Graham’s Crusade Director for Asia, put it
simply: ‘‘The two of them functioned as one.’’11 At a press conference dur-
ing his trip to Seoul, Graham himself thanked the thousands in Korea who
had been ‘‘working and praying and preparing’’ for the success of the cru-
sade and then added: ‘‘And I would be absolutely nothing were it not for my
good voice, Billy Kim.’’12

I have two aims for this paper. First, I want to reveal in detail the semiotic
processes of synchronization and calibration by which Billy Kim’s sequential
interpretation of Billy Graham’s sermon into Korean for a Korean-speaking
audience had the semiotic effect of fusing two voices into one. These pro-
cesses complicate the question of ‘‘who’’ was speaking at any given moment,
and they suggest that we must investigate higher-order cultural frameworks
that make these processes semiotically legitimate for participants. Second,
I attempt to demonstrate how this semiotic fusion of voices drew upon and
intensified the very ideological principles of evangelism that brought these
two men to the pulpit and justified their speech in Seoul in 1973. As I
explain in detail in what follows, this analysis hinges on our methodological
expansion from the narrow translation of denotational text to a broader
semiotic ‘‘transduction’’ of indexicality through which denotational text
emerges interactionally.13 Although I cannot adequately represent the virtu-
osity of the performance, my analysis focuses on the dynamic pragmatics of
this historic event documented in a film recording that captures the increas-
ingly dense layering of temporal and spatial deixis across codes, the com-
pounding of vocalizations and figurative voicings across speakers, and the
way these semiotic dimensions of preaching linked theological principles of
radical universality to personal experiences of radical individuation.14

Translation, Transduction, and the
Transitive ‘‘Principal’’ of Evangelism

The first step in my analysis is to shift focus from the denotational
(semantico-referential) translation of ‘‘words for things’’ across codes to the
pragmatic (indexical) ‘‘transduction’’ of the broader set of semiotic phe-
nomena through which denotational texts-in-context emerge and congeal.
Semiotic transduction, broadly conceived, takes into account the problem
of indexicality and the coconstitutive processes of entextualization and con-
textualization, thus highlighting the varying degrees of contextualization
implicit in all denotational texts, verbally uttered or graphically inscribed,
complete or partial.15 This expansion from the relatively narrow function of
denotation to the broader polyfunctionality of pragmatics makes available
for analysis the various self-authorizing ideological dimensions of language
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that are invoked in speech, contribute to performative efficacy in interac-
tion, and must be managed, that is, transduced, in events of translation.16

In the genre of the evangelical sermon, the complex, often unclear
relationship between the preacher and the authorship of the utterances
preached can be mobilized for strategic ends: a marked liveliness of preach-
ing can be construed as inspired and therefore authorized; stranger-
sociability among members of an audience who are unknown to one
another can be accommodated and shaped into Christian fellowship; con-
versions can be claimed when the speech of the audience manifests in
utterances that resemble those of the preacher.17 At a press conference in
Seoul during his 1973 visit, Graham drew explicitly on these aspects of the
evangelical tradition when he announced that he had ‘‘come as a represen-
tative of the kingdom of God’’ and explained that his evangelical approach
was based on his belief that ‘‘the Bible is the inspired word of God.’’18 Nearly
two decades earlier, Roland Barthes described Graham’s crusade in Paris in
1955 in similar, if sarcastic terms: ‘‘Here, from the first minute, Billy Graham
is presented as a veritable prophet, into whom we beg the Spirit of God to
consent to descend, on this very evening in particular: it is an Inspired Being
who will speak, the public is invited to the spectacle of a possession: we are
asked in advance to take Billy Graham’s speeches quite literally for divine
words.’’19 On the topic of Graham’s first ‘‘back-to-the-Bible campaign’’ in
a predominantly Catholic country, when he preached to average crowds of
8,000 people, the evangelist himself reported that ‘‘it was the most amazing
response I have ever seen. A new spirit seemed to form on the congregation
after the initial difficulties of interpretation and acoustics. I feel that God
did it.’’20 According to the language ideology of this early instance of a Billy
Graham revival performed in two linguistic codes, the ‘‘Word’’ was treated as
if it had been delegated to Graham by the deity. Graham in turn delegated
the ‘‘Word’’ to the Baptist Reverend Jacques Blocher, who stood beside
Graham in Paris in 1955 and ‘‘repeated Graham’s sermon in French into
microphones and duplicated virtually every one of Graham’s clenched fist
and jabbing finger gestures.’’21 This model would reach its apex of both
virtuosity of performance and scale of attendance in Seoul in 1973.

In order to preach across different linguistic-cultural contexts, evange-
lists like Graham rely on an ideology of the literal denotation of biblical
assertion as justification for attempting to preserve a fundamental likeness
of speech across all possible conditions of semiotic difference.22 This fun-
damental likeness, grounded in a specifically religious ideology of the
‘‘Word’’ as both eternal and flawless on the one hand, and living and adapt-
able to different sociohistorical conditions on the other, supports a meta-
phor of movement that is appropriated in the description of evangelism itself:
Christians should ‘‘spread’’ the gospel, ‘‘carry’’ the ‘‘Word,’’ ‘‘bring’’ the truth,
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and so on. This mode of conceptualizing semiosis as movement is made
possible by a kind of cultural apperception, where a perceived serial ordering
of these events over time, interdiscursively linking one with respect to
another, and a perceived intertextual likeness across events of semiotic pro-
duction, combine to produce an effect similar to the lights that seem to
‘‘move’’ on a marquee.23 The likeness of the ‘‘Word’’ across time and space,
recorded in Bibles, carried by evangelists, and placed directly into the mouths
of preachers and the prayerful, becomes the very material in terms of which
the force of evangelical oratory can be conceptualized. This ideology of lan-
guage as words-in-motion across both earthly and spiritual channels can be
mobilized to resolve the logical tension between the ‘‘Word’’ as both eternal
and living, flawless and adaptive.24

An ideology of the inerrancy of the ‘‘Word’’ also plays a role in the
elicitation of confession and the induction of conversion. When one prays,
preaches, or simply asserts biblical truths, each individual is supposed to
align his or her specific inner belief with collective outer forms of expression
within a Christian model of ‘‘sincere,’’ ‘‘earnest’’ speech.25 The ideology of
sincerity here depends upon a notion of the individuated, distinct, radically
personal relationship with the deity and such a relationship’s mediation by
various forms of spiritual semiosis. And yet the very media through which
one prays, preaches, or asserts biblical truth are largely unoriginal and
unindividuated. While Christians are supposed to be biographically specific
and radically individuated before God (for example, the very hairs of their
heads being numbered, and so on), Christian speech should be thoroughly
generic and radically universal insofar as it approximates eternal, flawless
biblical assertions. This basic contradiction is brought to the fore in the
genre of the sermon. In her study of Jerry Falwell, an evangelical minister
who rose to fame in the United States in the late 1970s and 1980s, Susan
Friend Harding notes:

Preachers are not bound by intellectual property rights, and among them piracy is
not a vice, it is a virtue. They may borrow aggressively from one another, appro-
priating exegeses, illustrations, stories, quotations, logics, style, tone, gestures, and
even entire sermons without citation. Their skills of imitation and impersonation,
and whom they choose to imitate and impersonate, in part determines their audi-
ence and their reach.26

In precisely this way, the coordinated performance of Billy Graham and
Billy Kim at the 1973 crusade serves as an extreme amplification of Webb
Keane’s observation from the eastern Indonesian island of Sumba, where
Christian ‘‘adults must confirm their true faith in a public performance,
one of an endless series of socially grounded affirmations. And such con-
firmations are themselves a discursive pedagogy, as they work to transform
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individuals, in Susan Harding’s astute observation, from listeners into
sincere speakers of the language of faith.’’27 In the live interpretation of
sermons across codes, interpreters themselves are generally already known
and self-identified as Christians, so the act of interpretation itself becomes
at least a partial act of religious self-fashioning.

The 1973 crusade was preceded by revivals around South Korea that
were designed to prepare South Koreans for Billy Graham’s visit. These
events were part of a larger trend following the Korean War, when numer-
ous revivals and evangelistic campaigns in South Korea contributed to the
dramatic growth of Protestant Christianity in the country from a mere 3 or
4 percent around 1960 to between 20 and 25 percent by the 1990s.28 These
orchestrated events of Korean Christian self-evangelism helped to produce
the ubiquitous evangelical ethos that is said to pervade contemporary South
Korean Protestant Christianity. According to this ethos, the religious obliga-
tion is not merely to be a sincere speaker of the language of faith, but also to
address that language persuasively to others: to evangelize, proselytize, mis-
sionize. In many ways, to be a Korean Christian has been to be an evangelist.29

Christian evangelizing, proselytizing, and missionizing of the sort just
described operates by speaking ‘‘in the name of Jesus’’ (Yesunim ŭi irŭm ŭro),
that is, by appropriating the authority and interest of Jesus, if not necessarily
Jesus’s precise utterances. According to Erving Goffman’s classic ‘‘production
format’’ model of role partials in verbal interaction, the ‘‘author’’ composes
an utterance, the ‘‘animator’’ materializes it, and the ‘‘principal’’ is responsi-
ble for or has an interest (in the legalistic sense) in it.30 The ideal Christian
speech that I discuss in this paper thus operates—to make a Goffmanian
pun—according to a transitive ‘‘principal’’ of evangelism. And the interpreter
of evangelical speech—in 1973, Billy Kim interpreting for Billy Graham—
becomes a kind of conduit, translating denotational text and transducing the
cultural semiotics of sincerity, conviction, emotionality, and so forth. This
process of semiotic transduction brings the eternal, flawless, living ‘‘Word’’
in its fullest, most potent sense, to a new audience in a new code.

In the analysis that follows, I focus on three semiotic dimensions that are
particularly salient to the processes of sermonic transduction and the transi-
tive ‘‘principal’’ of evangelism. These dimensions help us to understand how
the sermon develops intersecting narratives that chart relations among dif-
ferent, often competing authors, animators, principals, and characterological
figures. The first dimension is the way a particular combination of these
narratives in the real-time unfolding of the sermon formulates a deictic scaf-
folding of time, space, and person—a narrative ‘‘chronotope’’—of sacrifice
and evangelism in terms of which to situate the 1973 crusade and its partici-
pants.31 The second is the way the two pastors populate this emergent chron-
otope by manipulating their individual acts of vocalization in relation to an
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emergent moral ‘‘voicing’’ structure of characterological figures that serve as
personified points of orientation for the judgment of speech, thought, and
other actions.32 Finally, the third is the introduction of biblical scripture qua
‘‘authoritative word,’’ that is, a denotational model of ideal speech and, more
broadly, a pragmatic model of social interaction that mediates between the
allocentric orientation to universal truth and the egocentric orientation to
individual conversion.33 These three processes combine and compound to
produce a poetic series of indexical constraints on the interactional space
into which the attendees are invited to participate, effectively narrowing and
fixing the degrees of pragmatic freedom to yield a remarkable oratorical
‘‘force.’’34 The intensifying interactions of the two pastors on stage reveal the
complex semiotic processes that can transform a sermonic copy into an evan-
gelical conduit for the movement of the ‘‘Word’’—from speaker to speaker,
from code to code, from country to country, from heaven to earth.

Chronotopic Formulations
of Sacrifice and Evangelism

‘‘Twenty-two years ago, I was here in Korea. It was at Christmas-
time. And it was very cold. I’d never been so cold in all my life. And I toured
along what is now the DMZ.’’ Thus began Billy Graham’s final sermon of his
Seoul Crusade, which took place two decades after the Korean Armistice
Agreement that ended fighting in the Korean War in 1953. The first words
of Graham’s sermon began to formulate a moral chronotope of sacrifice
that would link the then-present event of utterance to the slaughter and
tragedy of the Korean War two decades prior, and then two millennia further
back to the crucifixion. Graham recounted the actions in 1951 of an Amer-
ican soldier on ‘‘Heartbreak Ridge’’ who threw himself onto a grenade to
protect his fellow soldiers. The soldier died but his friends were saved. This
story operates as a familiar allegory of Christian self-sacrifice, which Graham
later links to Jesus on the cross. As this moral time-space of sacrifice emerges
from Graham’s narrative, Graham introduces biblical scripture (John 15:13)
that, along with sacrifice, links the time-space dimensions of the narrative to
its moral import. Graham and Kim, referring each to his own copy of the
Bible, in English and Korean respectively, recite the passage (which Graham
claims be one of the greatest ‘‘in all of literature’’) that the clergyman read at
the funeral of the sacrificed soldier (transcript 1, figs. 2–12).

Transcript 1

[25:25–25:53]

1. G: And when they held the memorial service for that soldier
2. K: Kŭ kunin ŭl wihaesŏ yebae rŭl tŭryŏssŭl ttae e
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3. G: The clergyman took the text that I want to take today.
4. K: Moksanim ŭi ponmun malssŭm i onŭl che ka yŏrŏbundŭl ege tŭrinŭn paro kŭ

malssŭm imnida.

5. G: It is found in John’s gospel in the Bible.
6. K: Yohan pogŭm e innŭn malssŭm imnida.

[25:54–26:11 omitted]

[26:12–26:28]

7. G: Greater love hath no man than this that he lay down his life for his friends.
8. K: Saram i chagi ch’in’gu rŭl wihayŏ moksum ŭl pŏrimyŏn i e tŏ k’ŭn sarang i ŏptago

malssŭm haessŭmnida.

9. G: Now Jesus said this just before he was going to go to the cross.
10. K: Yesunim i i malssŭm ŭl hasin kŏt ŭn sipchaga kasigi chikchŏn e hasin malssŭm

imnida.

[26:29–26:41 omitted]

[26:42–27:42]

11. G: And he said I have one commandment to leave with you.
12. K: Nae ka nŏhŭidŭl ege kkok han kaji myŏngnyŏng ŭl chul t’eda.

13. G: I want to say something I hope you’ll never forget, he said.
14. K: Ije chejadŭl ege nae ka hanŭn mal ŭl yŏngwŏnhi irŏbŏriji marara.

15. G: Love one another!
16. K: Sŏro sarang hara!

17. G: Love one another!
18. K: Sŏro sarang hara!

19. G: Love one another!
20. K: Sŏro sarang hara!

21. G: He said I have only one commandment to leave.
22. K: Nae ka kyemyŏng ŭl chul kŏt i hana pakke ŏmnŭnira.

23. G: Love one another!
24. K: Sŏro sarang hara!

figure 2. figure 3.
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25. G: He was getting ready to die.
26. K: Kŭ nŭn chukki chikchŏn imnida.

27. G: He was getting ready to leave.
28. K: Ije sesang ŭl ttŏnasil chikchŏn imnida.

29. G: And the last words he said to the people was love each other.
30. K: Saramdŭl ege majimak chusinŭn malssŭm i sŏro sarang hara.

31. G: I say to you as Christians today.
32. K: Onŭl sŏngdo yŏrŏbundŭl ege che ka malssŭm tŭrigo sip’ŭn kŏt ŭn.

figure 4. figure 5.

figure 6. figure 7.

figure 8. figure 9.
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33. G: Love one another!
34. K: Sŏro sarang hasyŏya toemnida!

35. G: And that is the message I want to leave as I go back to America: love one
another in Korea!

36. K: Che ka ije Han’guk ŭl ttŏnasŏ Miguk e toraganŭnde majimak malssŭm i yŏrŏbun-
dŭl ege sŏro sarang haranŭn malssŭm imnida!

In this opening passage, the funeral of the soldier, as a spatiotemporal
medial point (there/then) in the moral chronotope of sacrifice provides
a deictic bridge between the distal point (way-over-there/way-back-then) of
Jesus’s last supper and the proximal point (here/now) of the sermon, in
which the voice of Jesus, the recitation of Bible verse, and Graham’s and
Kim’s coordinated commands to the audience become linked (table 1).

figure 10. figure 11.

figure 12.
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As Graham and Kim proceed with their coordinated oration, the tight
alignment of their communicative actions is fixed by deixis across linguistic
codes and amplified by nearly identical gestures.35 This is made clearer by
the shifting participant framework emergent from Kim’s use of a relatively
blunt command form in Korean to translate Graham’s citation of the key
phrase in the Bible passage being discussed: ‘‘Love one another!’’ (Sŏro
sarang hara!).36 This command would have been spoken from a position
of authority, that is, by Jesus or ‘‘in the name of Jesus.’’ The command is first
translated as having been spoken by Jesus to his disciples (cheja) and then to
‘‘the people’’ (saram). When the command is directed explicitly at the audi-
ence in Seoul, Kim strategically adds honorific deference indexicals to con-
textualize the utterance as being uttered ‘‘here’’ and ‘‘now’’ to ‘‘you’’
(yŏrŏbun sŏro sarang hasyŏya toemnida!). Shifts in spatiotemporal deixis lay
the track for interactional sameness across time and space: Jesus said these
words before he was going to ‘‘leave’’ and ‘‘die,’’ the clergyman said them at
the American soldier’s funeral, and Billy Graham said them before ‘‘leaving’’
for America. Across these different utterances and their utterers, the strident
vocalizations and dramatic visual gestures remain constant.

The moral chronotope of sacrifice and evangelism that emerges from
Graham’s opening narrative establishes a framework of orientation that
metapragmatically situates and fixes the pragmatics of the crusade in his-
toric time and space. Furthermore, by signaling both the arrival of the
message and the departure of the messenger, the crusade takes on the
character of rupture that is part and parcel of ‘‘world-breaking’’ and ‘‘world
making’’ Christian conversion experiences.37 The message itself, distributed
among different speakers, and furthermore distributed among different

table 1. Moral chronotope of sacrifice and evangelism

Distal Medial Proximal

Way over there/
way back then

There/then Here/now

Crucifixion 1951 memorial for U.S.
soldier

1973 crusade in Seoul

Jesus ‘‘getting ready to die’’ /
‘‘getting ready to leave’’

Clergyman preparing
for burial

‘‘as I go back to America’’

To the disciples and people To family and friends of
the departed

‘‘to you as Christians
today’’

‘‘Love one another!’’
Sŏro sarang hara!

‘‘Love one another!’’
Sŏro sarang hara!

‘‘Love one another!’’
Sŏro sarang hasyŏya
toemnida! (honorific)
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Goffmanian role partials—animator, author, principal—establishes rela-
tions of speech within a hierarchy of speech participants, which is then
anchored to a key phrase that remains ‘‘the same’’ across all utterances in
both languages, that is, denotationally ‘‘translatable’’ within the broader
pragmatics of evangelical ‘‘transduction.’’

The Pragmatics of Voice
and Voicing

In a country still raw from the Korean War, the sermonic event was
situated within a moral Christian chronotope of transhistorical and transre-
gional sacrifice. As the sermon proceeded, personifications of this moral time-
space began to materialize in the sensuous qualities of the verbal medium
itself—the ‘‘qualia’’ of the men’s voices.38 Their strident vocalizations, for
example, when calling out ‘‘love one another!’’ / ‘‘Sorŏ sarang hara!’’ became
the qualitative stamp of an event suffused with the values of conviction and
urgency. However, different social voices—such as of Eve and Satan—enter
the sermon as direct ethical and aesthetic contrasts to the strident voices of
God, Jesus, and the two evangelists speaking ‘‘as themselves.’’ Graham and
Kim link these voices to actions—of Eve, Satan, and God in the Garden of
Eden—that form a composite human first cause for which their deity-in-the-
flesh later would be sacrificed and in terms of which their evangelism in 1973
could be justified (transcript 2, figs. 13–22). According to the transitive ‘‘prin-
cipal’’ of evangelism, their own ongoing phonic engagements with one
another and with the audience produced a sonic framework of differentiation
and value to which they could orient as they proceeded with their oratory.

Transcript 2

[35:51–36:18]

1. G: There’s one tree in the garden you’re not to touch.
2. K: Eden tongsan e innŭn yŏlmae [fruit] hana nŭn ttamŏkchi rŭl marara.

figure 13. figure 14.
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3. G: If you touch it you’ll die.
4. K: Ne ka kŭ kŏt ŭl [pick and eat] ttamŏgŭmyŏn chungnŭnda.

5. G: And Eve looked at it.
6. K: Haewa ka kŭ yŏlmae rŭl poassŭmnida.

7. G: She was very curious.
8. K: Koengjanghi hogisim ŭl kajigo pomnida.

9. G: How would it taste?
10. K: Ŏttŏk’e masissŭlkka?

figure 15. figure 16.

figure 17.

figure 18.
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11. G: It looked good.
12. K: Koengjanghi pogi enŭn t’amsŭrŏunde.

13. G: And then the devil came and whispered in her ear.
14. K: Kŭ taŭm e magwi ka kwi eda taego soksagimnida.

15. G: He said, Oh, take some of it.
16. K: Chom mŏgŏ posyŏ.

In Graham’s and Kim’s coordinated utterances, the moral figures are
encountered not only through what they say but also through the way they
say it. The complex bundling of nuances of vocal timbre, accent, and pros-
ody contributed to distinctive register effects across metricalized segments
of the sermon. That is, the effect of the specific combination and differen-
tiation of the vocalized features of the utterances was that these utterances
could be interpreted first as biblical voicings of good and evil, purity and
temptation, and then allegorically generalized according to a social range of
characterological figures who are recognizable as ‘‘‘speaking just like that’—
or ‘just like what one might expect from those people.’’’39 The vocal actions

figure 19. figure 20.

figure 21. figure 22.
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of two preachers who narrated the event and the characterological stereo-
types of moral figures that emerged within their narration exerted moraliz-
ing pressure on certain forms of speech. This pressure produced voicing
relations that both demarcated and blended the speech of characterological
figures and the narrators. The identifiable characteristics of some of these
voices leaked into the evangelists’ narrative framing of their actions (apart
from their actual quoted utterances). With the help of pitch visualization,
we can follow the way certain characterological voices leaked—deictically
and sensuously—into the narrating evangelists’ voices.

Table 2 is a visualization of the variation of pitch over time in transcript
2, which I have segmented and labeled according to line number (1, 2, 3,
and so on), preacher (Graham or Kim), and relation between narrating and
narrated voices (direct report, free indirect ‘‘voicing,’’ and so forth). We can
first notice the marked shift in intonation and timbre from lines 1–4, which
contain direct reports of the deity’s speech to Eve, to lines 5–8, which
contain a description of Eve’s actions and thoughts. In addition to shifting
intonation and timbre, the two preachers also changed their carriage and
gestures (crossing their arms and leaning forward), bodily inhabiting as
a first-person perspective what they describe in the third-person perspective:
Eve looking at the fruit. Although lines 5–8 are objective descriptions of
Eve’s actions and thoughts, the signs of her subjective feelings of temptation
come through in the description and begin to fuse the event of narration
with elements of the narrated event. This process of fusion culminates when
Eve’s perspective breaks through and takes over verbally in lines 9–12. Here,
the two preachers continue to gesture from Eve’s perspective, now with the
effect of speaking in free indirect style to convey Eve’s curiosity and
the seductive power of temptation: they embed the temporal, spatial, and
person deixis of a subordinate clause within an indirect report without the
matrix clause to frame it. Even though Eve’s speech is never quoted directly
in this particular excerpt of the sermon, we have a sense of her voice—we
can ‘‘hear’’ it—because of its sequential position and, as shown in the pitch
visualization, by the more erratic intonation that is linked to her temptation
and agitation. In lines 9–12, Eve’s perspective breaks through into the
preachers’ coordinated narration of her actions. Finally, as the preachers
report on the nefarious actions and tempting speech of the Devil in lines
13–16, they return to an intonation pattern that most closely resembles
Eve’s initial curiosity in lines 5–8.

Let me offer another, contrasting example here of a moment in which
the vocalizations of the two preachers again produce a characterological
figure that they momentarily inhabit. What is interesting about this later
moment is that Graham’s and Kim’s intonation patterns are different
one from another, but they are still rhythmically calibrated across their
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sequential utterances. This excerpt takes place later in the sermon (tran-
script 3, table 3), as the two preachers fixate on foundational messages in
the Bible, intensifying their vocalizations as concrete material manifesta-
tions of these intensified messages. Again quoting the deity’s command,
the preachers align themselves with the voice of God as they list with con-
viction and unwavering focus the peoples of the world who must repent.
While there is clearly coordinated rhythmic emphasis across the English and
the Korean utterances, the prosodic target of the emphasis emerges as
different. Whereas Graham’s prosodic emphasis lands on the various peo-
ple—Americans, Russians, Chinese, Europeans, Koreans—who must
repent, Kim’s emphasis lands on the term ‘‘repent’’ (hoegae) itself. This
potentially has to do with a prosodic difference between English’s (sub-
ject-verb-object) highly productive form of phonological stress for semantic
emphasis and Korean’s (subject-object-verb) use of particles and word order
for emphasis and topic marking. The effect is a difference of sermonic
focus: Graham’s prosodic emphasis lands upon the universality of the Chris-
tian message; Kim’s lands upon on the act that Koreans, like others, must
carry out. Combined, however, the two preachers rhythmically achieve
a united command—a kind of boom-chack, boom-chack, boom-chack effect—that

table 2. Pitch visualization of transcript 2
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poetically links their voices into a single message, even while they remain
prosodically different. It is as if Graham calls out, ‘‘Everyone!’’ to which Kim
adds, ‘‘Repent!’’

Transcript 3

[46:18–46:26]

1. The Scripture says, God now commandeth all men everywhere to repent.

2. Sŏnggyŏng ŭn mal hagirŭl modŭn saram i hoegae hal kŏt ŭl myŏng hanora.

[46:27–46:38 omitted]

[46:39–46:51]

3. Americans have to repent!

4. Miguk saram to hoegae haeya toemnida!

5. The Russians have to repent!

6. Soryŏn saram to hoegae haeya toemnida!

7. The Chinese have to repent!

8. Chungguk saram to hoegae haeya toemnida!

9. The Europeans have to repent!

10. Kurap’a saram to hoegae haeya toemnida!

11. The Koreans have to repent!

12. Han’guk saram to hoegae haeya toemnida!

table 3. Pitch visualization of transcript 3
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In both cases, characterological figures become linked with vocal styles
that are differentiable across segments of the emergent text. The com-
pounding, repetitive, monologic pattern of command in transcript 3—like
Graham’s earlier command to ‘‘love one another’’—sharply contrasts with
the more complex, nuanced polyphony in transcript 2. This contrast is
made possible through the textual poetics by which Graham and Kim pho-
nically produce the sensuous vocal landmarks to which they sonically orient as
they introduce the various figures of personhood into the sermon. The qualia
that link their phonosonic voices to their characterological voicings produce
a dense, sensuous narrative environment of competing moral perspectives.
This density becomes the semiotic condition that allows Eve’s voice—affected
by the Devil’s temptation—to break through into the narrators’ voices as an
identifiable figure of alterity.40 This space also produces the semiotic condi-
tions that allow the deity’s voice to break through into the narrators’ voices
both as a qualitative contrast to Eve’s (and the Devil’s) voice within the
narrative and as a generalized command to all in attendance and all peoples
of the world (‘‘Everyone repent!’’). In this way, the formulation of a moral
chronotope of evangelism and sacrifice introduced early in the sermon
becomes filled with characterological attributes qua moral voicings in com-
petition one with another. The coordinated utterances of the two preachers
become increasingly fused as they navigate, side-by-side, utterance-by-
utterance, the emergent polyphonic vocal space of their sermon.

Universalizing Individuation

By formulating a chronotope of sacrifice and evangelism, and by
populating the chronotope with sensuously differentiated, morally satu-
rated characterological voices, the pastors are able to appropriate allegorical
orientations and the transitive ‘‘principal’’ of evangelism to speak directly to
members of the audience (transcript 4, figs. 23–29). They do this by generating
the effect of addressing members of the audience individually (like a politician
on stage pointing and smiling at individuals in a vast audience, as if there really
were a single person out there corresponding to each point and smile). They
simulate these targeted acts of address in order to ratify members of the audi-
ence as individuated participants in a massive interactional frame that is justi-
fied according to the universality of their message. Throughout the sermon,
Graham addresses the audience with the second-person referential index
‘‘you.’’ To this he adds prosodic and gestural cues that specify that each ‘‘you’’
is aimed at a biographical individual (albeit unspecified), not at the entire
audience. In transcript 4, which takes place early on in the sermon, Graham
points in one direction to the audience and asks, ‘‘Do you believe in God?’’
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(line 1). He then asks the same question, but points in another direction and
shifts his prosody to differentiate the target of his address: ‘‘Do you believe in
God?’’ (line 3). Kim responds to these shifts in footing by starting with a plural
‘‘you’’ (yŏrŏbun) (line 2), and then switches in the second utterance to singular
‘‘you’’ (tangsin) (line 4), which, in the general case of the second-person
singular indexical, is normally avoided in Korean.41 When Graham claims
that God is a spirit and then points to an individual in the audience and
announces, ‘‘Now God doesn’t have a body like yours’’ (line 11), Kim again
uses the second-person plural indexical yŏrŏbun combined with the individ-
uating gesture of pointing, but then he repairs the indexical contradiction
(between a plural address and an individuating gesture) by pointing to him-
self, producing through gesture the indexical effects of a kind of kind of last-
minute ‘‘us.’’ Kim’s rapid repair seamlessly links the scope of reference to the
‘‘everyone’’ that initiates Graham’s earlier utterance in lines 5 and 7.

Transcript 4

[30:19–30:42]

1. G: Do you believe in God?
2. K: Yŏrŏbun Hananim ŭl mitsŭmnikka?

3. G: Do you believe in God?
4. K: Tangsin to Hananim ŭl mitsŭmnikka?

5. G: Everyone believes in a supernatural being.
6. K: Nugu tŭnji ch’ochayŏnchŏk in Hananim ŭl mitsŭmnida.

7. G: Everybody believes there’s a god somewhere.
8. K: Nugu tŭnji ŏdi tŭn, ŏdi tŭn, Hananim i kyesidago hanŭn kŏt ŭl kŭngjŏng hal

kŏmnida.

9. G: Now the Bible tells us what kind of a god he is.
10. K: Sŏnggyŏng ŭn ŏttŏhan Hananim irago hanŭn kŏt ŭl uri ege karik’yŏ chugo

issŭmnida.

figure 23. figure 24.
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[30:43–31:04 omitted]

[31:05–31:09]

11. G: Now God doesn’t have a body like yours.
12. K: Hananim ŭn yŏrŏbun kwa kat’ŭn yukch’e rŭl kajigo kyesiji ansŭmnida.

This pointing to the self, then, seems to be a key gesture in the trans-
duction of Graham’s complex web of temporal, spatial, and person deixis.
The pastors point to the sky, indicating a supernatural being in heaven
above as a cardinal, allocentric, and unchanging point of orientation for
all. They wave their Bibles—‘‘held at arm’s length like the universal can
opener’’—as a hybrid point of orientation with the unchanging, eternal
‘‘Word’’ as circulating text instantiated as multiple materialized copies, that
is, two books (text-artifacts) that two persons can hold separately.42 And they
point to their individual bodies as thoroughly egocentric and inalienable,
a site of radically personal Christian experience (figs. 30–33).

Historically situated, biographic individuals confront timeless universals
through the processes of evangelical transduction across linguistic-cultural
contexts (transcript 5). This moral web of indexicality becomes denser and
more structured as the sermon proceeds, placing metapragmatic pressure
on the pragmatics of its unfolding. That is, the underdeterminacy of the

figure 25. figure 26.

figure 27. figure 28. figure 29.
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various indexical signs mobilized by the preachers becomes increasingly
constrained and determined by the progressively clear, self-anchoring
poetic dimensions of the sermon. In transcript 5, deictic focus ultimately

figure 30. ALLOCENTRIC: A supernatural being in heaven above as a cardinal,
allocentric, unchanging point of orientation for all.

figures 31, 32. HYBRID: The Bible as a hybrid point of orientation with the
unchanging, eternal ‘‘Word’’ as circulating text instantiated as multiple materialized
copies—here, two books (i.e., text-artifacts) that two persons can hold separately.

figure 33. EGOCENTRIC: The body as thoroughly egocentric and personalized;
time and space as radically individualized.
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lands on the here-and-now of the crusade, when Graham and Kim tell the
crowd ‘‘We may never see a sight like this in Korea again’’ (line 7), ‘‘What
a moment to receive Christ’’ (line 9), ‘‘He’ll come to live in your heart’’ (line
15) and both men point to their own, individual hearts (see, again, fig. 33).
With this move, the pastors deictically enclose the time-space of the entire
sermon within the gathering itself, drawing purportedly universal, timeless
truths revealed by historically situated events into the immediate here-and-
now of the event and its participants.

Transcript 5

[49:09–49:39]

1. G: There are tens of thousands of people here today that do not know Christ.
2. K: Onŭl yogi suman-myŏng ŭi kunjundtŭl i Yesu rŭl morŭsinŭn pundŭl i kyesimnida.

3. G: And this is the last hour of this crusade.
4. K: I chŏndo chiphoe ŭi majimak sigan imnida.

5. G: It will soon be over.
6. K: Ije taŭm chu ihu enŭn ta kkŭnmachi’imnida.

7. G: We may never see a sight like this in Korea again.
8. K: Uri nŭn Han’guk esŏ irŏhan kwanggyŏng ŭl tasi nŭn poji mothallŭnji

morŭgessŭmnida.

9. G: What a moment to receive Christ.
10. K: Yesu rŭl minnŭn ŏlmana choŭn sun’gan imnikka?

11. G: Let him come and change your life.
12. K: Yesu ka yŏrŏbun maŭm tŭrŏwasŏ pyŏnhwa sik’yŏya toekessŭmnida.

[49:40–49:54 omitted]

[49:55–50:01]

13. G: If you’ll do that.
14. K: Yŏrŏbun i kŭrŏk’e hasimyŏnŭn.

15. G: He’ll come to live in your heart.
16. K: Yŏrŏbun maŭm e Yesunim kkesŏ sasil kŏmnida.

Conclusion:
‘‘You Stand Up Right Now’’

In his crusades, Graham often asked members of the audience to
stand and approach the pulpit to receive Christ. With more than one million
people in attendance at the Seoul event, this clearly was impossible. The final
sermon there ended with Graham’s request for people to stand and remain in
their place as a first step on the road not just to belief but also to evangelism.
He asked them to ‘‘give up all other gods’’ and ‘‘take a public stand for Christ’’
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within a moral chronotope of sacrifice and a voicing structure that blends
individual, sincere utterances with universal, unoriginal content. The preach-
ers told the audience that a ‘‘counselor’’ (sangdamja) would come to them
with some literature. Like the two preachers with their Bibles and their utter-
ances, these counselors would literalize the metaphor of the ‘‘Word’’ that
travels to those who wish to receive it and actualize the deity that speaks to
those who wish to hear it. Drawing together the semiotic resources of the
sermon to produce a ritual culmination of spiritual presence in the here-and-
now of conversion, Graham told the audience: ‘‘Stand up. And say, ‘Today I
want to receive Christ.’’’43 The compounding of utterances, gestures, and now
full-body action drew the attendees into a specifically South Korean Christian
temporality of ‘‘now’’ and spatiality of ‘‘here’’ that was manifest as the pres-
ence of a living God speaking to and through a standing, uttering body.44

As Graham proceeded to command the audience to stand and speak,
Kim transduced the force of the command into a form appropriate and
effective for an audience that was still learning about the transitive ‘‘princi-
pal’’ of evangelism. Rather than directly reproducing Graham’s blunt com-
mand in Korean, Kim made use of the three central indexical constraints
I have discussed—the chronotopic formulation, the moral voicing structure,
and the universalized individuation of the ‘‘Word’’—to approximate the
evangelical pressure of Graham’s English utterance in a specifically Korean
interactional frame. He achieved this specifically Korean cotextuality of deno-
tation and interaction through a kind of deictic displacement. Rather than
simply translating Graham’s singular second-person address, Kim used the
explicitly plural form (that is, yŏrŏbun rather than tangsin; see transcript 2),
but specified, repeatedly, that this address was limited to those who intended
to or had made the personal, individual decision to believe. This adjustment
foregrounded the invitation to the audience to inhabit the personal, individ-
ual role of ‘‘I’’/Na in the phrase ‘‘I want to receive Christ. / Na nŭn Yesu rŭl
yŏngjŏp hagessŭmnida.’’ Furthermore, Kim took up Graham’s directive to stand
‘‘right where you are / kŭ chari esŏ’’ and repeated it in multiple places where
Graham did not, at once preventing a stampede and also reinforcing the
individuated time-space of a person’s conversion experience. Finally, just as
with the earlier command to ‘‘love one another’’ (transcript 1), Kim trans-
formed the blunt command into a respectful request, this time adding the
sentence-final verb parada: to hope, wish, ask, or request. In transcript 6,
I have noted these and other salient moments when Billy Kim departed from
Billy Graham’s phrasing to effectively transduce the force of Graham’s evan-
gelism specifically for the crowd in Seoul while preserving and adhering to
universality of the ‘‘Word.’’ Each of Kim’s modifications and strategic depar-
tures amplified Graham’s message while shaping and transforming it for
maximal interactional effect (figs. 34–41).
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Transcript 6

[50:19–52:18]

1. I’m going to ask you today to receive Christ.
2. Na nŭn onŭl yŏrŏbun Yesu rŭl yŏngjŏp hagirŭl wŏn hamnida.

3. I’m going to ask you to do it publicly .
4. Yŏrŏbun i kwanjungdŭl moim kaunde esŏ Yesu rŭl mitki—

[in the middle of this gathering of spectators]

5. I’m going to ask you to stand up right where you are.
6. Yŏrŏbun i anja kyesin kŭ chari esŏ Yesu mitkiro chakchŏng hanŭn pundŭl ŭl irŏsŏ

rago hagessŭmnida. [the people who intend to believe in Jesus]

7. Stand up.
8. Kŭ chari esŏ irŏsŏ chusigi paramnida.

[In that place] [respectfully ask]

9. And say, today I want to receive Christ.
10. Irŏsŏmyŏnsŏ na nŭn Yesu rŭl yŏngjŏp hagessŭmnida.

11. You may be a member of the church.
12. Yŏrŏbun i kyohoe nagasinŭn pun inji morŭgessŭmnida.

13. But you’re not sure that Christ lives in your heart.
14. Kŭrŏna yŏrŏbun maŭm e Kŭrisŭdo ka sanŭnji ajik morŭnŭn pun.

[heart-mind]

15. But you want to be sure.
16. Kŭrŏna onŭl hwaksiri algi rŭl wŏn hanŭn pun.

17. But for thousands of you it will be the first time.
18. Ama such’ŏn-myŏng ŭn ch’ŏŭm ŭro Yesu rŭl mitke toesil kŏmnida.

[first time to believe in Jesus]

19. I want you to stand up and say, today, I’m willing to turn from my sins. I want
Jesus in my heart.

20. Ije ch’ŏŭm mitkiro chakchŏng hasinŭn pundŭl ŭn kŭ chari esŏ irŏnasŏ
[the people who intend to believe for the first time, in that place]
nae ka Yesu rŭl yŏngjŏp hago sae saram i toegessŭmnida.
[I would receive Jesus and become a new person]

figure 34. figure 35.
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21. Stand right where you are.
22. Yŏrŏbundŭl kŭ anjŭn chari esŏ kŭdaero Yesunim minnŭn pundŭl ŭn, Yesu mitkiro

chakchŏng hanŭn pundŭl ŭn irŏsŏ chusigi paramnida.
[All of you in that place where you are sitting, just as you are, the people who
believe in Jesus, the people who decide to believe in Jesus, (we) respectfully
ask you to stand.]

23. And keep standing.
24. Kyesok sŏ kyesigi paramnida.

[respectfully ask]

25. And then in a few minutes, we’re going to bring you some literature.
26. T’ŭkpyŏri sŏsin pundŭl ege nŭn ch’aekcha rŭl tŭrigessŭmnida.

[Especially to the people who have stood]

27. And we’re going to have a prayer with you.
28. Kŭ sun’gan sŏn pundŭl ŭl wihaesŏ kido rŭl haedŭrigessŭmnida.

[At that moment, for those people who have stood]

29. You don’t need to move from where you are.
30. Yŏrŏbun i sŏ innŭn chari esŏ umjigisil p’ilyo ka ŏpsŭmnida.

31. Just stand up and keep standing.
32. Kŭ chari esŏ irŏna sŏ chusigirŭl paramnida.

[At that place] [respectfully ask]

figure 36. figure 37.

figure 38.
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33. And say, on this day, this historic day, I receive Jesus Christ openly and
publicly.

34. Onŭl i yŏksajŏk in nal na nŭn saramdŭl ap’esŏ Yesu rŭl mitkiro kyŏlsim hagessŭm-
nida. [I shall decide to believe in Jesus in front of people]

35. And a councilor will come to you where you are.
36. Yŏrŏbun i sŏ kyesimyŏn ŭn sangdamja ka yŏrŏbun ŭl ch’ajagasil kŏmnida.

37. You may be an American soldier.
38. Yŏrŏbun i Miguk kunin idŭnji

39. You may be a Korean soldier.
40. Han’guk kunin idŭnji

41. You may be an ordinary citizen.
42. Ttohan kŭnyang p’yŏngmin idŭnji

43. But God has spoken to you today.
44. Hananim i yŏrŏbun ege malssŭm ŭl hasyŏttamyŏn.

45. You stand up right now.
46. Yŏrŏbun i sigan e Yesu mitkiro chakchŏng hamyŏn irŏsŏ chusigi paramnida.

[at this time, if you intend to believe in Jesus] [respectfully ask]

47. And say ‘‘yes’’ to Christ.
48. Kŭrisŭdo rŭl yŏngjŏp hasigi paramnida.

[(We) respectfully ask you to receive Christ.]

From line 47 to 48, Billy Graham’s blunt command in English becomes
Billy Kim’s respectful request in Korean. Graham told his audience that
‘‘God has spoken to you today’’ and instructed them to ‘‘say ‘yes’ to Christ.’’
Although many at the crusade were already Christians (the churches actively
mobilized attendance), many others had not yet been instructed on how to
speak back to this deity. There are a number of possible glosses for ‘‘yes’’ in
Korean, all of which are saturated with overt pragmatic value based on
explicit norms of interaction. The most common is the generally ‘‘polite’’
form ne. There is also ye, a markedly deferential form. Ŭng and ŏ are the least
deferential and most informal (for example, normally used reciprocally
among friends or asymmetrically to inferiors). Eventually, they would learn

figure 39. figure 40. figure 41.
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to use the most elaborate honorific forms, the highest levels of respect, the
most archaic sentence endings, to address this deity. But Billy Kim, in June
of 1973, after having insisted, beyond Graham’s directives, that the audience
stand in their place, and, crucially, that only those who intend to believe should
stand, rather than bluntly commanding the audience to ‘‘say ‘yes’ to Christ,’’
respectfully asked them to receive Christ.

In the prior examples in this paper, I showed how Graham’s and Kim’s
individual utterances become increasing calibrated as the two pastors
aligned themselves to the chronotopic formulation of sacrifice and evange-
lism through which the crusade could be conceptualized and justified; to
the temporal, spatial, and person deixis through which participants in the
event could be drawn into and situated within this chronotope; and to the
voicing structures in terms of which these participants could align with or
distance themselves from different moral perspectives. In this final example,
however, as the two pastors entered the crucial final phase of the sermon,
they diverged more than at any other point. As Graham prepared to ‘‘go
back to America,’’ Kim spoke most directly to those who, like him, would
remain in South Korea. It is as if, in the spatiotemporal model of the move-
ment of the ‘‘Word’’ developed over the course of the sermon, the ‘‘Word’’
had nearly passed from Graham to Kim. There, within the internal poetic
structure of the sermon, the ‘‘Word’’ was most fully Koreanized, was directed
most specifically to the vast crowd gathered before them, and adhered most
tightly to the pragmatic expectations of Korean interaction. It is from this
point—as those in attendance were asked to stand and speak, the crucial
point of local ‘‘uptake’’ by more than one million individuals en masse—
that the ‘‘Word’’ would emerge and circulate within a specifically South
Korean domain of cultural semiosis, and thence out into the world in the
form of Korean evangelical missions abroad.

With each coordinated multimodal event of semiotic production, the
act of interpretation from English to Korean became an indexical icon of
the long line of evangelists who had spoken across code and culture ‘‘in the
name of Jesus.’’ And to speak ‘‘in the name of Jesus,’’ as the transitive
‘‘principal’’ of evangelism, continues to justify for Korean Protestants their
missionary efforts throughout the world. Such a metapragmatic frame gives
these evangelists the pragmatic authority not simply to speak as Christians,
but to speak as Christian evangelists to others—to persuade and even com-
mand them, that is, to appropriate and channel the authority of the ‘‘Word’’
in all of their interactions. This authorized use of illocutionary force was
affirmed when Billy Graham said to his audience in Seoul in 1973, ‘‘You have
the power to change all of Asia.’’

With Billy Graham and Billy Kim aligned at the pulpit, tightly calibrated
across multiple semiotic modalities, with apparent parity and direct access
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to a deity still new to many Koreans, a structural position for South Korea
was staged as a future source of world evangelism. In such an event, a Chris-
tian promise for postwar South Korea’s place in the Cold War world was
established, performed, and dispersed. Billy Kim’s virtuosic transduction of
Billy Graham in 1973 was a dramatic departure from what might at first seem
like the studied voicelessness of interpreters that we are used to, for exam-
ple, in institutional reports or broadcast news. Rather than serving as a trans-
parent medium for the reproduction of information across codes, and
rather than simply producing a sermonic copy of a famous preacher, Kim
himself became a charismatic model of Korean evangelism and a charismatic
source of evangelical momentum. In their 1973 crusade, Billy Kim and Billy
Graham performatively created a conduit for the movement of the ‘‘Word.’’
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1. In 1973, construction projects were underway for two major architectural sites:
the National Assembly building, which was completed in 1975, and the Yoido
Full Gospel Church, which was completed in 1973 and hosted the Tenth Pen-
tecostal World Conference in September of that year. Claiming hundreds of
thousands of members, the Yoido Full Gospel Church now is the largest Prot-
estant church in the world. See Nicholas Harkness, ‘‘Other Christians as Chris-
tian Others: Signs of New Christian Populations and the Urban Expansion of
Seoul,’’ in Handbook of Religion and the Asian City: Aspiration and Urbanization in
the Twenty-First Century, ed. Peter van der Veer (Berkeley, 2015).

2. Monitors estimated the size of the crowd by determining the density of people
within rectangular sections of the asphalt plaza. See John Pollack, Billy Graham:
Evangelist to the World: An Authorized Biography of the Decisive Years (New York,
1979), 54–62.

3. In 1973, Billy Jang Hwan Kim was not merely a self-identified Christian but also
an up-and-coming Baptist preacher. Born in 1934 to a poor family, Kim
received a position as a houseboy for the US military. The American soldiers
found the Korean name ‘‘Jang Hwan’’ too difficult to pronounce, so they began
to address Kim as ‘‘Billy.’’ A sergeant helped Kim move to the United States in
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1951 and enroll in the Bob Jones Academy in South Carolina. Kim returned to
South Korea in 1959 and became a minister at the Suwŏn Baptist Church and
eventually went on to be president of the World Baptist Alliance (2000–2005).
Kim’s biography easily becomes a metaphor for the more general postwar, Cold
War, transpacific evangelical Christian relation between the United States and
South Korea.

4. Kim compared these preparations to the time and effort he spent as a youth
practicing his [r] and [l] liquid consonants in order to win an English speech
contest. He also recounted the painful emotional conflict he experienced when
agreeing to interpret for Graham, because of the ban his fundamentalist alma
mater, the Bob Jones Academy, had placed upon associating with Graham. Billy
Jang Hwan Kim, The Life of Billy Kim: From Houseboy to World Evangelist, trans.
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